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Global Update

2.

Regional Update

3.

COVID-19 in Pakistan
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4.

Summary of Potential Cases / Lab Tests
Province-wise

Overall

Overall

5.

Clinical Status of COVID Cases
Province-wise
Overall

rall

6.

Category of COVID Spread
Local Spread

7.

Analysis of Death Cases – 176 Deaths
Age
Under 50 Yrs – 32
Over 50 Yrs - 144

8.

Testing Facilities

Province

Gender

Co-morbidity
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Important Highlights
9.
International
a.
UK announced assistance of £2.67 million for Pakistan to combat the
COVID pandemic and £1 million to prevent destruction of crops by locust.
b.
Iran allowed selected businesses to reopen after facing bitter choice
between risking infection and economic ruin.
c.
South Korea on Sunday reported single-digit new COVID cases for the
first time in two months.
d.
President Donald Trump on Friday announced a $19 billion relief program
for farmers to cope with the impact of COVID.
10.

National
a.
PM rejected rumours that relief to construction sector was an amnesty
package, rather it is meant to support poor by creating employment
opportunities.
b.
PM rejected claims that the government was hiding COVID deaths.
c.
IHC directed government to give expatriates same facilities in
quarantine centres as they get in an expensive hotel or allow them to go
under self-isolation at places of their choice.
d.
Mr Asad Umer warned that even though the country’s COVID positive
cases are lower than projected and the situation is still uncertain.

e.
f.

Enhancing testing capacity and taking it up to 25,000 tests daily by end
of the current month is essential to Govt’s COVID policy.
PM said that the country would stand victorious in ongoing war against
COVID if we succeed to control poverty despite containing the COVID.
Pakistan Medical Association requested Chief Minister Sindh to shift
COVID patients kept in home isolation to isolation centres planned
by government to prevent spread.

